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Multiple mechanisms underlying the
orientation selectivity of visual cortical
neurones
T.R. Vidyasagar/ X. Pei and M. Volgushev

For over three decades, the mechanism of orientation selectivity of visual cortical neurones has

been hotly debated.While intracortical inhibition has been implicated as playing a vital role, it has

been difficult to observe it clearly. On the basis of recent findings, we propose a model in which

the visual cortex brings together a number of different mechanisms for generating orientation-

selective responses. Orientation biases in the thalamo-cortical input fibres provide an initial weak

selectivity either directly in the excitatory input or by acting via cortical interneurones.This weak

selectivity of postsynaptic potentials is then amplified by voltage-sensitive conductances of the cell

membrane and excitatory and inhibitory intracortical circuitry, resulting in the sharp tuning seen

in the spike discharges of visual cortical cells.
Trends Neurosci. (1996 19, 272-277

-|fHE POSSIBLE mechanism of orientation selectivity
I of visual cortical neurones first described by Hubel

and Wiesel has been intensively studied (for reviews,
see Refs 1,2). The striate cortex receives afferents from
neurones in the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN),
which can be driven by spots of light and elongated
stimuli of any orientationr. However, cells in the stri-
ate cortex respond vigorously only when bars or edges
of appropriate orientation are drifted or flashed over
their receptive fieldsa. FIubel and Wiesel suggested
that this selectivity arises from the excitatory conver-
gence of a number of LGN neurones onto a cortical cell,
with these geniculate neurones having overlapping
receptive fields located along a l ine in visual space (see
Fig. 1). This was consistent with their observation that
as the length of a bar of optimum orientation was
increased, many simple cells showed increasing
response up to a length that was usually much greater
than the diameters of single LGN receptive fields. The
model received further support from the clairn that in
ferret visual cortex the centres of receptive fields of
geniculate afferents at a cortical site tended to form an
elongated cloud, paralleling the preferred orientation
of  ce l ls  recorded at  the same s i te ' .

However, many experiments have cast doubt on
purely excitatory mechanisms being the basis of ori-
entation selectivity. Inhibit ion from orthogonal
orientation was revealed in a number of paradigms6'7.
Iontophoretic application of bicuculline, an antagonist
of GABA^-mediated inhibition, could markediy reduce
orientation selectivity of the spike discharges in many
striate cells8-10. Another important piece of evidence
for the role of inhibition came from intracellular stud-
ies, where one could nteasure the postsynaptic mem-
brane potentials which reflect the excitatory and
inhibitory inputslt. It was seen that the receptive-field
regions from where excitatory postsynaptic potentials
(EPSPs) could be elicited were nearly circular, and that
inhibitory postsynaptic potentials (lPSPs) could be
elicited by stimuli of non-optimal orientation. These

studies led to a theory of cross-orientation inhibition,
where the excitatory input from the thalamus to a
striate cell was not selective for orientation, but intra-
cortical inhibition created the selectivity by being
tuned to the orthogonal orientation. However, the
source of such selective inhibit ion remained an
enigma. To say that it came from cortical cells tuned
to the orthogonal orientation was only evading the
issue, since without any orientation selectivity in the
input to cortical cells, this argument becomes a circu-
lar one. As a soiution to the problem it was proposed,
in one model implicating intracortical inhibition, that
a spatial offset of a pair of non-oriented LGN inputs,
one directly excitatory and the other inhibitory via an
interneurone, can lead to orientation selectivityi2.
Another possibility is to exploit the orientation biases
that are already present in the responses of geniculate
and retinal cellsr3-rE (Fig. 1). Since these biases are
much weaker than the selectivities seen in the cortex,
additional mechanisms would be required to isolate
and amplify them intracortically.

Results of intracellular recordings using fine-tipped
electrodesle 22 reopened the debate on the rnecha-
nisms of orientation selectivity. The strongest EPSPs
and maximal IPSPs were observed when optimally
oriented bars drifted across the receptive field. Non-
optimal bars elicited neither strong hyperpolariz-
ationre 2' nor appreciable shunting inhibition2l. These
experiments supported the model of excitatory con-
vergence*'s're and provided little direct evidence for
cross-orientation inhibition. Some studies2G2t have
shown that the intracortical recurrent excitatory con-
nections provide the bulk of the excitation to cortical
cells, and have proposed a model22 of cortical micro-
circuitry that amplifies the excitation triggered by
thalamic inputs. IJowever, they do not address the
question of how the selectivity for orientation appears
in the first instance.

It is likely that a 'cortical amplifier' would thwart
the search for anv soecific inhibition that contributes
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to orientation selectivity, a point well acknowledged
by Douglas et al.2(t,22.If such inhibit ion were to act at
an early stage, before recurrent cortical re-excitation is
ignited, the initial excitatory load to be overcome by
inhibit ion would be small, and hence this inhibit ion
itself would be weak and difficult to observe. Further,
full-blown optimal responses would activate recurrent
inhibition to prevent run-away excitation, resulting in
strong IPSPs at the optimal orientation. However,
such inhibition, being recurrent in nature, cannot
lead to orientation selectivity cle novo. Any early selec-
tive inhibition is unlikely to be revealed by the use of
moving stimuli that the above studies have employed,
since they would strongly activate horizontal excit-
atory connections as well as side-band and direction-
selective inhibitions, all from cells tuned to similar
orientations. It is more appropriate to use stationary
flashed stimuli, which would cause less excitation
through horizontal intracortical inputs and could
help detection of any early inhibit ion. Such studies,
however, require stable intracellular recordings over
lengthy periods.

Orientation selectivity of postsynaptic potentials
studied using in yiyo whole-cell recordings

Application of patch-clamp techniques to ll ylytr
recordings (Box 1) from cat visual cortex2:r,24 greatly
improved the stability of intracellular recordings, and
enabled extensive studies of receptive-field structure
and orientation selectivity of postsynaptic potentials
(PSPs) of striate cells to be performed2s 2' 

1X. Pei, PhD
thesis, University of Gottingen, 1993). The most im-
portant points to emerge are summarized below:

(1) The receptive-field region from which EPSPs
could be elicited was only mildly elongated2". The
mean length-to-width (aspect) ratio for the simple
cells was 1,.7, a tar cry from the elongation that would
be required by a purely excitatory modela,-sr1). These
elongations were often not more than the biases
shown by single LGN neuronesr4 r7. Even if the inputs
were to arise from geniculate cells with circular recep-
tive fields, it would not require convergence from
more than two LGN fields.

(2) In the majority of f irst-order cortical cells, IPSPs
could be observed at non-optimum orientations2's26
(Box 2). In early response components, inhibit ion was
often maximal at orientations that differed from the
optimal by 45-90 degrees, and was thus capable of
contributing to orientation-selective spike discharges.
However, cells vary a lot in the magnitude of IPSPs that
they exhibit in the non-optimum orientation, reflect-
ing considerable variation in the balance of excitation
and inhibit ion involved in orientation selectivity. In
only a small proportion of cells was the orientation
selectivity entirely due to specific inhibition or excit-
atory convergence alone. Most commonly, orientation
selectivity was the result of both excitatory and
inhibitory mechanisms.

(3) The delay between the appearance of the EPSP
and the occurrence of the first spikes is usually
between 5 and 12ms at optimal, and even longer at
other orientations2T. This is sufficient for inhibition to
mould the early excitatory response. The feedforward
inhibition from the geniculate can be rapid and ef-
ficient, since the geniculate afferents that contact the
soma of the smooth (putative inhibitory) stellate cells
are myelinated up to the terminal boutons28. Once the
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Fig.1. Proposed schemes to exploin the orientotion selectivity of cells in the striote cortex.
The receptiveJield organization of vorious cortical cells ore shown in terms of the relevont
geniculote inputs, with regions within thick lines morking the excitotory input and those within
thin lines marking the inhibitory inputs. The straight line represents the optimum orientotion
of the corticol-cell response ond the dashed line, where shown, represents the optimum orien-
totion of the inhibitory input to the cell. All direct LCN inputs to the cortex ore ossumed to be
excitotory. The inhibitory influences ore routed through interneurones in the cortex (shown in
lighter grey). The tholamo-corticol afferents in the cross-orientotion scheme might olso send
feedforvvord inputs to the interneurone. The four short lines shown obove the corticol neurones
represent optimum orientotions of different orientation columns.

spikes begin to occur, cortical re-excitation between
cells tuned to similar orientations would dominate the
picture, amplifying the optimal response and masking
early orientation-selective IPSPs.

(4) Estimation of orientation tuning within differ-
ent temporal windows of the PSP response revealed
that the early responses were usually more broadly
tuned than the later ones". Such improvement of the
tuning with response development indicates that sev-
eral successive mechanisms might contribute to the
final sharp tuning for orientation.

(5) Even when using moving stimuli, despite the
reservations mentioned earlier, significant PSPs in
the non-optimum orientation were often apparent
(see Figs 27-29 in X. Pei, PhD thesis, 1993). Both excit-
atory and inhibitory events could be observed, though
of a lesser magnitude than those observed in the opti-
mum orientation.

An outl ine of the model

In the scheme we propose, orientation selectivity in
cortex is generated in two stages, and at each stage a
number of mechanisms are involved. At first, a weak
initial selectivity is brought about by biases in the
thalamo-cortical excitatory inputs. Such biases are
likely to be those that are already present in LGN-cell
responsesra rB, or might involve convergence of genicu-
late receptive fields with the centres of the two most
distant fields separated by less than the diameter of one
field. The exact number of LGN cells with overlapping
receDtive fields located in between is not crucial for
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Box l. Application of patch-clamp electrodes to whole-cell recordings in vivo

The remarkable success of patch-clamp electrodes in study-
ing ion channels"  is  due to the ease wi th which a c lcan
pipet te wi th a re lat ively large t ip can be brought into con-
tact  wi th a cel l  membrane under microscopic contro l  and
made to form a high-rcsistancc seal .  C)n ruptur ing the
under ly ing ccl l  membrane, onc can obtain low-rcsistancc
elcctr ical  access to the inter ior  of  thc cel l .  This technique
was f i rs t  used on isolated cel ls ,  but  was later  appl ied to
brair-r slicesr". Adapting the method r(, i,t vivo recordings
tiom the intact marnmalian neocortex first appeared a bit
daunting, because the instability of the preparation (due to
brain pulsat ions) and the bl inc l  penetrat ion into a medium
of neuronal elcments, glial tissuc ancl extracellular matrix
prcvented the formation of gigaohm scals. Howcver, it was
f inal ly  possib le to achieve at  least  part ia l  seals and stable
condi t ions for  whole-cel l  recording' r -  1 'hc patc l - r -c lamp

electrode is kcpt relativcly clean of tissuc debris by apply-
ing a cont inuous posi t ive pressure dur ing penetrat ion.
The electrocle resistancc is  cont inual ly  rnoni tored,  and
var ious v isual  st imul i  that  are l ikely to exci tc the cel ls  in
that cortical rcgion arc presentcd. When the tip of the
clectrode is near a neurone the positive pressure is reduced.
Close contact to a cell is cienotcd by an increasc- in the
electrical resistance or the occurrence of extracellular action
potentials cither spontaneously or in responsc to visual
st imul i ,  or  both.  When the pipet te t ip is  f inal ly  rest ing on
the cel l  membrane, the posi t ive pressure is  re leased and a

srnall negative pressure is applied to the electrode. This
of tcn resul ts in the fornrat ion of  a seal  of  reasonably h igh
resistance antl gradual access to the cell interior. [,ven
though seais cornparable in resistance to those with isolated

cel ls  and brain s l ices are rare,  thc input  resistances in the
wholc-cel l  conf igurat ion" (50 to 200lv{J))  are considerably
grcater than when classical fine-tipped rnicroelectrodes

are used ( for  example,  range of  10-15: lMO, mean of
69MO)' .  The recordings are also stable and of ten last  for
an hclur  or  t \ 'o .  I t  is  l ikelv that  t l ' re int racel lu lar  contents
rapidll, get replaced by the pipette solution, but this
seems to make little difference to the responses of the
cells to visual stirnuli. I-lowever, different solutions can
be used to filt the pipette to yield specific results. For
exarnple, Cl -channel blockers can be added to the pipette

solut ion to counteract  tht-  ef fect  of  speci f ic  inhib i tory
inputs to the ccl l r .
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the rnodel. Feedforward inhibitory inputs from the
LGN (via cortical interneurones) could also be biased
for orientation. The presence of some bias in either
the  exc i t a to ry  o r  t he  i nh ib i t o r y  i npu t r r  o r  i n  t he i r  spa -
tial offsetl2 can lead to the elongation seen in the PSP

fields (aspect ratios of about 1.7) and to solne inlt ial
selectivity of the early PSP responses. The selectivity
established at this stage might be only mild, but we
consider it as crucial for generating the final sharp
orientation tuning of first-order cortical cells.

lVhi le f lashing a bar of  opt in lum or ien-
tation eliclts a robust depolarization
oftcn follolved by a rnild hyperpolariz-
at ion,  f lashing the sarne bar in the
orthogonal orientation leads to differ-
ent  resul ts in d i f fcrent  cel ls . ' Ihe f igure
shor'r's the postsynaptic potentials (PSPs)

of four cortical simple cells (frcm Ref. a),
with averaged responscs to five stimulus
repet i t ions in the opt imum ( lef t )  and
non-optinum (midclle) orientati<.rns. C)n
the right, the individual traces are shciwn
for thc non-optimum orientation. Trace A
represents the grouP that shor.ved no
specific excitatory or inhibitory PSPs tcr
non-opt inral  s t imul i .  However,  only a
fen' of thesc cells wcre first-orcler cells
clircctly e.rcited by the lateral geniculate
nucleus.'l 'races B, C and D represent cells
that showetl significant PSP activity for
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inhib i t ion in gencrat ing the or ientat ion sensi t iv i ty .  A bar the cel l  in  C does not  scem to show any obvious IPSPs,

flashed in the non-optimum orientation for the neurone the individual traces exhibit specific, stimulus-locked

in B el ic i ted a strong exci tatorv postsynapt ic potent ia l  inhib i t ion.  In l ) ,  both l lPSPs and IPSPs appear to be wel l -

(EPSP), followed by an inhibitory postsynaptic potential tuned to orthogonal orientations. (tigure reproduced with
( IPSP).  When the IPSP was suppressed by a cont inuous permission of  Society for  Neuroscience.)

hvperpolar iz ing current  ( th ick t races in the lef t  and
middle columns), the first huurp of EPSI) elicitecl was equal Reference
irr  arnpl i tuc le and c lurat lon in both or ientat ions.  Whi le a Pei ,  X.  et  a l .  (1994) I .  Neurosci .  14,77:30 7l4O
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Box 2. Orientation sensitivity of postsynaptic potentials
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Cortical-cell resoonseWe propose that once such a selectivity is established
in the postsynaptic response/ a number of amplificatory
mechanisms boost it. There is now evidence for the
involvement of voltage-sensitive conductances2'r'31),
which are capable of amplifying EPSPs itt vitro:\1 32. Our
data suggest that such mechanisms are indeed in-
volved in amplifying visually elicited EPSPs (Ref. 33).
When there is alreadl'a bias for orientatiotr, the EPSP
elicited by optimal orientation would reach spike
threshold more easilv than the EPSP elicited by non-
optimal stimuli. Once spikes begin to occur, recurrent
excitation within a column and mutual excitation
between iso-orientation columns would further
arnplify the excitatory responses22. Such re-excitation
would occur only for optimal stimuli because the
intracortical excitatory connections are largely be-
tween cells tuned to similar orientationsr{3s. At this
stage, inhibitory mechanisms can further sharpen the
tuning for orientation by sr"rppressing responses for
non-optimal stimuli. Inhibit ion from cells tuned to
orthogonal orientations:r6':r7 or to adjacent orientations:rB
would reduce responses to orientations other than
optimal. Also, nonspecific inhibit ion would sharpen
the tuning by shifting the whole EPSP tuning curve
downwards, and preventing the weaker responses to
non-optimal orientations from being amplified by the
above-mentioned mechanisms and reaching spike
threshold - a 't ip of the iceberg' effect. Recurrent irrhi-
bition is not shown in Fig. 2, since it is not directly
involved in contributing to orientation selectivity in
our scheme. llowever, it is very likely to be present in
the cortical network as a negative feedback not only
for preventing run-away excitation and stabilizing the
system, but also to nonnalize responses and tnake
them re la t i ve l y  i nva r i an t  t o  con t ras t t u .

Relation to other models

Some of the mechanisms proposed in our scheme
have been included in other models:re-rr. Computer
simulations performed in these studies show that
orientation selectivitv can be produced bv any of a
number of mechanisms, but the required degree of
specificity of each mechanism is so high, that it con-
fl icts with experimental data. For example, to achieve
the observed tuning with only receptive-field elon-
gation, aspect ratios of receptive fields should have
a value of at least four or more'o, which is more than
twice that otrserved with intracellular recordirtgsii '2n.
Our scheme differs from previous models in some
important respects. C)ne is the significance of voltage-
sensitive conductances in amplifying the early orien-
tation bias resulting from the excitatory and
inhibitory inputs. A second point is the combination
of several different mechanisms, starting from orien-
tation biases in the thalamo-cortical input to recur-
rent cortical excitation for achieving orientation selec-
tivity (see Fig. 2). Simulations based on combination
of different mechanisms, though more l imited than in
our scheme, have been fairly successful in dernon-
strating sharp orientation selectivityt" *t. Recent com-
puter simulations also show that features such as gain
control and contrast invariance of orientation tuning
can be achieved by a combination of recurrent exci-
tation with feedback and feedforward inhibit ion te rr ' '12.

The proposed rnodel lowers substantially the
demands on specificity for any one of the mechanisms
and makes the selectivity more robust. For example,
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tig. 2. A model for visuol cortical oilentotion selectivity. An initial mild sensitivity can be
produced in the postsynoptic potential (PSP) responses of o striote corticol cell by ony one of
the three possible combinotions of excitotory ond inhibitory inputs thot ore shown in the left
column (inhibitory input being vio corticol interneurones). fhe bioses of tholomic inputs might
reflect the bioses seen in individuol cells of the loteral genlculote nucleus (LGN), or orise from
o modest convergence of up to two LCN fields in o row. Once o mild selectivity of the PSP
response is established by the tholomic input, this is omplified by o number of cortical mecho-
nisms os shown on the right. Our doto suggest thot the contribution of eoch of the different
mechonisms might vory from cell to cell, in porticulor, the overoll bolance between orientation-
selective excitotion and inhibition. Abbreviotions: EPSP, excitatory postsynoptic potentiol; RF,
receptive field.

while responses of neurones from arca 27a could be
gradually reduced and finally entirely blocked by cool-
ing area 17, the orientational tuning remained con-
stant throughout the cooling*u. Furthermore, since the
degree of involvement of each mechanism can vary
from cell to cell2s, our scheme is compatible with
lnany apparent discrepancies in the pr,rblished data.

Crit ical evaluation of the model

Our scheme's denial of excitatory convergence frorr
a long row of geniculate fields might appear to contra-
dict cross-correlationls and morphological studies28 that
suggest that at least 10 LGN neurones converge on a
cortical cell. However, since a single retinal ganglion
cell diverges onto a number of LGN cells (estimated
ratio of four for X cells and 20-30 for Y cellsa"), there
is considerable overlap in LGN fields, and the sumnred
receptive field of a pool of LGN cells could have
dimensions not very different frorn that of a single
retinal cell or just two cells in a row. Convergence from
such a pool onto a cortical cell is consistent both with
the studies mentioned above and with our model. In
fact, cross-correlation between retinal and striate-cell
responses indicates that the excitatory input to a cortical
cell originates from only one or a very small number
of retinal ganglion cells'7. Our wiring scherne can be
achieved during development with simple Hebbian mles
without recourse to extensive genetic instructionsl8. Cells
of the LGN with a common retinal input would have
a tendency for synchronous fir ing, and therefore their
inputs to the same cortical cell will be strengthened.

The presence of length summation in manv cortical
cellso'tn over an extent that is much longer than the
average diameter of single LGN fields might be taken
as support for the model of excitatory convergence.
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However, not only is an extended excitatory-input region
at variance with much of the experimental datalr '26'1e,
but length summation can be explainecl without assum-
ing such convergence. Long-range intracortical excit-
atory connections between cells tuned to similar orien-
tations3a':rs is one possibil i ty. Another reason for length
summation could be disinhibit ion, since end-zone
inhibition of the inhibitory interneurone would be
expressed as length summation in tl-re target cellts.
Consistent with this proposal, cortical cells with lengtlr
summation showed complete summation within much
shorter lengths, when the GABAA antagonist, bicuculline,
was iontophoretically applieds')sr and profi les of
receptive-field responses were much shorter than the
ex ten t  o f  l eng th  sumrna t i on '2 .

How does the model rest with the failure of some
experiments to show clear and convincing hyper-
polarizations or shunting inhibit ion in the non-
optimum orientationzr'2*? Summarizing points men-
tioned earlier, the problem might be related to the
masking of relatively weak orientation-selective feed-
forward inhibition not only by the excitatory inpLrt,
but also by nonspecific inhibition and recurrent inhi-
bit ion in the optimum orientation that are essential to
prevent run-away recurrent excitation. Thus the most
relevant inhibition for the generation of orientation
selectivity might be the weakest of the three t_vpes and
the rnost diff icult to detect. Furtherrnore, since non-
optimum orientations elicit reasonable-sized EPSPs,
only the strongest inhibitory drives with weak con-
current excitation rnight be apparent as significant
hyperpolarizing inhibit ion in somatic recordings.
Instances where strong IPSPs in the non-optimum
orientation have been seen were usually those where
the EPSPs were significantly smaller at non-optimal
than at optimal orientations (see trace D in Box 2).

In a recent ingenious modification of the whole-cell
recording technique5t, Nelson ef a/. added Cl -channel
blockers to a CsF-based pipette solution to block
inhibit ion in the cell under study witlrotrt aft 'ecting
neighbouring neurones. They found that blocking
inhibit ion in this wav did not appreciably reduce the
orientation selectivity of the spike responses of the cell
to moving stimuli. They concluded that the selectivity
is primarily due to the pattern of excitatory inputs and
not due to inhibition which selecti'l'ely counteracts
the effect of excitation at non-optirnal orientations.
While this interpretation seems to be inconsistent with
the present scheme, the results are not. Their appli-
cation of a strong hyperpolarizing current to prevent
excessive depolarization due to the Cl - and K*-channel
blockels, effectivelv acts as a substittrte for natural
nonspecific inhibit ion. Such hyperpolarization, acting
on e\/en a mildly biased excitatory thalarno-cortical
input could lead to sharp orientation selectivity of
spike responses. Furthermore, the intact cortical cir-
cuitry provides normal, sharply tuned excitatory
inputs to the cell via lateral and recurrent connec-
tions. It would be interesting to study the orientation
specil icity of the earliest PSPs in their preparation.

lmplications of the model for columnar architecture

An important feature of visual cortical organization
is the columnar nature of the spatial representation of
orientation-selective cells (for review, see Re[. 54). If
the orientation biases in the excitatory input to cells
in the striate cortex reflect mostly the biases in

responses of retinal and LGN cells, this might provide
a possible basis for orientation columns. That these
biases might be important for cortical orientation
selectivity is supported by the finding that the radial
pattern of orientation biases observed in the retina
and LGN is also apparent in the striate cortex"' 'o and
by the reduction of cortical orientation selectivity if
bicucull ine is iontophoresed in the geniculate to
attenuate the biases in the LGN (Ref. 57).

It has been suggestedss's" that pyramidal-cell mocl-
ules (with diameters of 56 p,m) are basic neuronal
aggregates in the cat visual cortex, each module being
excited by a different set of thalamic afferents to pro-
duce columnar systems related to ocular dominance
and orientation preference. Even though we know
that the extent of the axonal arborization of individ-
ual thalamo-cortical afferents can be considerable2s, it
is not too speculative to suppose that the cortical cells
receiving the most dominant input from any one reti-
nal cell via the LGN cells that it projects to would be
topographically aggregated in one or a few pyramidal-
cell modules, and would be receiving the sarne orien-
tation bias. Nonspecific inhibition and amplificatory
mechanisms described in our scheme would sharpen
the tuning of these cells, but would not affect the opti-
mum orientation, providing the common preferred
orientation for the cells in a vertical module. The
gradual progression of preferred orientations across
the horizontal domain can be established by self-
organizing coltical networks"" that elaborate a full set
of orientations from the primary orientations coded by
retinal cells and their corresponding cortical modulesr8's".

Concluding remarks

We have proposed a model for the orientation selec-
tivity of primary visual cortical neurones that includes
a number of rnechanisms - excitatory input bias from
the LGN, nonspecific as well as specific intracortical
inhibit ion, amplif ication and sharpening of early
orientation bias through voltage-sensitive conduct-
ances, lateral and vertical excitation from cells tuned
to similar orientation and cross-orientation inhibition.
The model provides a framework to reconcile the spec-
trum of conflicting hypotheses regarding the basis of
orientation selectivitv, and also provides clues to the
origins of the columnar architecture of the visual cortex.

Note added in proof

Ferster el o/.n' recently reported that cooling the visual
cortex to inactivate intracortical circuitry did not affect
the orientation selectivity of postsynaptic potentials
elicited by moving sine-wave gratings. This finding is
not necessarily supportive of the model of excitatory
convergence as claimed and could be due to: (1) orien-
tation biases seen in responses of geniculate cells to
moving gratings; (2) spatially offset ON and OFF
excitatory subregions of the cortical receptive field; or
(3) incomplete silencing of the cortical network, or
a combination of these. For further details, see
http:// jcsmr.anu.edu.au/-sagar/orient.html
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